
Be Bold. Not Loud.
TAKE YOUR CEILING TO NEW HEIGHTS WITH DESIGNER ACOUSTIC TILES

Featuring: Linear Wave  
Tiles and 1" Drop Tiles



Every space deserves
to be elevated 
Qwel designer acoustic tiles make architectural PET 

solutions more attainable with options that make 

a statement and naturally manage sound. It’s the 

right combination of bold style and deep calm to 

welcome people in while fostering productivity 

and wellbeing. 

Thoughtfully made of sustainable PET fibers and 

recycled materials, Qwel ceiling tiles are especially 

eco-friendly. And because they’re easy to install, 

durable and safe, they’ll make an 

impression that lasts.

Featuring: Deep Dish Tiles 
in Black with Light Gray



Elevate Your Space
DESIGNER ACOUSTIC TILES

Expressive  
Style 
Designer edges, drops, curves  

and a range of colors let you  

fully realize your vision.

Create acoustically aware  

environments that empower  

you to perform to your potential.

Sound  
Design 

Curated Selection 
High-performance  
tiles in designer  
styles and colors.

Mix and Match
Molded and flat 
designs for distinctive 
looking spaces.

Visualize and Design
Download files  
for finished
looking layouts.

Custom Solution
More colors, shapes  
and sizes available  
via special order.

Acoustic Performance
Effectively reduce unwanted noise 
(.75 NRC and up).

Improved Clarity of Sound
Enable focus, learning, productivity 
and enjoyment. 

Naturally Effective 
Suppress sound without chemical  
after-treatments.

Featuring: Linear  
Wave Tiles in White



LINEAR WAVE 

Molded shapes enhance all of the physical benefits of non-woven PET fiber  

construction with interesting three-dimensional visuals. Some shapes provide  

repeating patterns. Other options purposely build geometry across multiple tiles.  

Flat and 1/4" drop tiles are easily cut to shape in order to outline the room or 

accommodate corners. This allows for a functional surround that can double as an 

aesthetically-pleasing frame for interior molded tiles or for clearance around  

ceiling-mounted fixtures.

Ceiling Product Lineup
DESIGNER ACOUSTIC TILES

DEEP DISH QUAD CIRCLE

1" DROP 1/4” DROP FLAT

Flexibility

Non-breakable 
for easy install.

Sustainability

100% recyclable and 
50% recycled content. 

Fire Rated

Class A rating for 
fire and smoke.

Easy Upkeep

Washable and  
stain resistant.

Air Quality

Resists mold  
and mildew.

Sound Absorbing

Improved acoustics 
with .75 NRC and up.

WHITE

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

BLACK

Easy  
Installation 
Strong, flexible and  

lightweight design means 

fast and clean installation.

All tiles fit an existing 15/16” or 9/16” grid system and are offered in six 

colors with custom shapes and colors available on request.

Smart  
Construction 
100% non-woven PET fiber 

construction provides outstanding 

sustainability, strength and safety.  

SANDSTONE

LIGHT BROWN



Learn more at Qweltiles.com

Made By Genesis Products 


